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Ginny Carter was once a rising star in TV news, married to a top anchorman, with a three-year-
old son and a full and happy life in Beverly Hills—until her whole world dissolved in a single
instant on the freeway two days before Christmas. In the aftermath, she pieces her life back
together and tries to find meaning in her existence as a human rights worker in the worst areas
around the globe.Then, on the anniversary of the fateful accident—and wrestling with the lure of
death herself—she meets a boy who will cause her life to change forever yet again. Thirteen-
year-old Blue Williams has been living on the streets, abandoned by his family, rarely attending
school, and utterly alone. Following her instincts, Ginny reaches out to him. Leery of everyone,
he runs from her again and again. But he always returns, and each time, their friendship
grows.Blue glows with outsized spirit and an irresistible mix of innocence and wisdom beyond
his years. Ginny offers him respect as they form an unusual bond and become the family they
each lost. But just as Blue is truly beginning to trust her, she learns of a shocking betrayal that he
has been hiding. Is it a wound too deep to heal, or will she be able to fight the battle that will
make them both whole again?Blue is #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel at her
finest, a probing and emotionally gripping story of dark secrets revealed, second chances, and
the power of love and courage to overcome life’s greatest challenges.

About the AuthorDanielle Steel has been hailed as one of the world’s most popular authors, with
over 650 million copies of her novels sold. Her many international bestsellers include Precious
Gifts, Undercover, Country, Prodigal Son, Pegasus, A Perfect Life, Power Play, Winners, and
other highly acclaimed novels. She is also the author of His Bright Light, the story of her son
Nick Traina’s life and death; A Gift of Hope, a memoir of her work with the homeless; Pure Joy,
about the dogs she and her family have loved; and the children’s book Pretty Minnie in Paris.
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Deborah Davis, “Danielle Steel. Loved this book!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Blue. A really warm story of rescue, courage, and new beginnings.
Believable events and suspense all the way through the novel.”

Judy R., “Fantastic & Spellbinding - I couldn't put it down.. This is one of Danielle Steels more
fascinating and "hold you breath" books I have read, yet so very much compassion for the young
boy who goes by the name of Blue and was found living on the streets. Blue has a love of music
which is a connection for Blue. Blue could have been anyone's son. It is a story that quickly
draws you into it and keeps you holding on tight. I highly recommend this book. Don't let the title
fool you.”

Karen Khourie, “Excellent Condition! Very pleased with purchase!. Love Danielle Steel!”

Jill Kline, “Absolutely loved it!. I have been a fan of Danielle Steel's for many many years! After
reading Blue I'm going to say it with my favorite of all.. I loved the story it truly captured my heart.
I wish there was a part two! Highly recommend!”

judi judge, “book was riviting. i loved the book i loved how she found this young boy on the
streets and how they became friends and kind of saved each other .the trials they went
tru .book was great .”

Christy, “Heart wrenching: A homeless child, crimes committed by the church, the loss of a
husband and child!. This story kept me up at night, Ginny has a scary and interesting job with
the USO. She has a death wish after losing her husband and child in a tragic accident. Blue is
on his own at the age of thirteen, he has no trust for anyone, why would he when the person we
all think we can trust mileage him. Everything aligns and they find each other and after many
upsets they finally get what they deserve... Each other!”

Lady-Anna, “Yet another very different and absorbing read. Fascinating reading about Ginny and
the work she did - I have a feeling that there is a lot more to learn about her and we did oh
goshAh re the title Blue - is this situation going to help GinnySo, so much going on with Ginny
not only trying to help Blue but her work in troubled areas and the situation with her sister and
dad I was totally absorbedThen we get the info about Blue and Father Teddy now what was
Ginny going to do?Is something going to evolve with Kevin and Ginny or is it AndrewMy word
Ginny and the amazing work she was doing for and with BlueSo hard to understand Becky’s
negativity with what Ginny is doingWhat a fantastic story”



embrosina, “Another fabulous tale by the story telling queen. Another tale which pulls the reader
into the story with fabulous characters and plot. D'S really is the queen of story telling
sometimes when you enjoy an author you find that the plot repeats itself through different novels
until you almost know what is coming. Not so with DS show does such a prolific successful
writer have so many different plots and story themes to write about with such knowledge and
empathy and make the stories so believable. Never afraid to write about difficult and relevant
subjects she does so with compassion and empathy drawing you into the story with in depth
characterisations and believable storylines.”

Maria Elena Rossi, “Everything is possible if you believe in it.. Blue is a good story with very
strong social background about homeless children, unconcerned adults and pedofilia in the
Church. Danielle Steel always finds an interesting frame in which to place her story and
characters. Totally unexpected is this relationship between a very sad social worker and a young
homeless boy and how their coming together changes both their lives. I read it in less than 2
days. I really wanted to get to the last page of it to make sure everyone ended up happy and
secure!  Good reading.”

Mrs P J ODELL, “Amazing story. The beginning of this book left me wondering where the
storyline was going but as I got further into it I was amazed at the knowledge and detail of a life
very few would know anything about. The twists and turns only made the book harder to put
down. It was thoroughly enjoyable to the very end. I look forward to researching and finding
another Danielle  Steel book.”

The book by Judy Mahoney has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 6,848 people have provided feedback.
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